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THE PULSE AMPLIFIER

I N

'HEORY AND EXPERIMENT

Introduction

In the field of radicactivity and nuclear physics,

most processes and reactions are studied by means of ion-

izing particles accompaning them. These particles are, in

ceneral, photons, electrons, or atomic nuclei, and they may

be detected by a variety of methods. The pulse amplifier or

as it is sometimes called, the linear amplifier, is an inst-

rument for the detection of particles which produce relativ-

ely large ionization such as atomic nuclei, and this invest-

igationlis an attempt to improve it through a detailed study

»f its operation.

The two most commonly observed atomic nuclei that pro-

duce a density of ionization large enough to be detected

with this instrument are the nuclei of hydrogen and helium,

usually called protons and alpha particles respectively.

Such particles, with sufficient energy, ionize the gas

through which they pass, and these gas ions are swept to

the electrodes maintained at fixed potentials. The passage

of these ions to the electrodes constitute a minute

slectrical current which is amplified through the use of

several ordinary vacuum tubes. The pulse of ionization

jue to an alpha particle is roughly four times as alrge

3s that due to a proton, so that these may be distinguished



if care is taken in the experiment. Furthermore, the

abcve two particles may easily be distinguished from photons

or electrons passing through the gas since the icnization

yulses due to these particles is of the order of one one-

hundredth that of the proton or alpha particle. Thus, alpha

particles and protons may be detected in the presence of con-

siderable photon or electron activity.

Histcrical

The first type of reccerding instrument for this

purpose was the electrcmeter. Due to its inherent period.

it is in general difficult to record particles which pass

intervals of less than. say, five seconds. In many experiments

this is a distinct disadvantage especially when strong

sources of radiation are available giving thousands of

particles per hour. When such great numbers of particles

are incident and it is necessary to actuate an oscillogravoh

or a counting device with a low resolving time, a varticle

mast be made to give a signal of such power that one of these

at

instruments will record it. If an ionization chamber of the

type with simple ccllecting electrodes is used, no such

cower is available. Greinacher® conceived that the voltage

rulse formed by the collection of the ions in the chamber

could be impressed upon the grid of a vacuum tube and the

voltage amplification of the tube used to operate a less

sensitive instrument than the usual electrometer. Several

years later Ortner and Stetter® constructed a multistage

implifier and presented curves showing the effects



of transformer and condenser ccupling without, however,

stating the manner in which these results were obtained.

iynn- Williams and warddand 4.C.Hendersor vere the first

to construct amplifiers of practical design. The best

lesigned amplifier as well as the most satisfactory dis-

russicn of the problem is presented by running

The Problem

As it presents itself today, th: limit cf observation

by means of the linear amplifier is determined by the

necessity of using a resistance to impress

the voltage acrcss the ionization chamber upon the grid

of a vacuum tube. This resistance may be an external one

or as 1s more usual in the case of the linear amplifier

it is the internal grid resistance of the tube. J.B.John-

sora scovered that after all external sources of inteference

vere removed, there remained 3 "noise" in a high gain

amplifier which could be attributed only to the invout

resistance of the first tube. As might be inferrec, the

"noise! 1s due to a randcem fluctuation of voltage with a

specific frequency spectrum dependent on the input imped-

ance of the amplifier. Theoretical considerations? showed

that this "noise" may be attributed to the random thermal

agitation of the electrons in the resistance. Hence the

Input circmit itself generates a signal and any voltage

change to be observed must be greater than the random input

signal voltage, With a view to reduce the relative value

of this random input "noise", an investigation of the

“nndamental vroperties of the amplifier and ionization



champer 1s presented.

The Pulse

‘n the simple Wynn-Williams type

of chamber there is a high collecting

voltage impressed across the plates

LolleeTor
WW

qr id

of a parallel plate condenser which

serves to collect the ions and the

resulting impulse of voltage is

impressed upon the goid element of ¢ vacuum tube as shown

in the diagram. The effective resistance tc ground is R

snd the effective capacity to ground of the grid, chamber

and leads is C . The collection of the ions is assumed to

ne ejulivalent to the passage of a current through the

capacitor i = Q/T where Q is the total collected charge and

T is the time of collection. This assumption of the passage

of a uniform current is not wholly Justified for several

reasons. First, the original column of ions is not of

uniform density for a varticle ionizes according to the fam-

iliar Bragg ionization curve for a single particle; sec-

ond, the positive and negative ions formed are not of the

same mobility so that there are strictly speaking two ion

columns of non-uniform density (ions per unit length)

which are collected at different rates; third, there is

che point cf recombination since the ions last collected

nave a greater chance of recombining. Since it is easier

to handle ganalitically, it will be assumed that the ion



column is of uniform density, speed, and collection prob-

ability. Bearing these conditions in mind,the following is

carried out in the usual manner . If eg be the grid voltage

at time t, then;

$= QA = es /R + C deg /dt

dtp = de /( 6-4/7)

integrating from time O to t and voltage 0 to eg;

x

At time t = T there is a discontinuity in the current for

111 the ions are collected and 1 drops immediately to zero

nd from the above relation the grid veltage is

_ Ra -%)

Since the current is zerc the differential eguation becomes:

&amp; _ c 24
dt

snd integrating this from time T to time © and the voltage

- The

{rom RA(1- o e) fs eg :

(1)

- the TRQ (Le 1) 2 + (=)

Now the assumed form of the pulse is known explicitly

ana 1t is only necessary to determine a freguency distribu-

tion. To employ a Fourier series has the disauvantage that

3 definite perica must be assumed, however the Fourier

integral reguires no period and is alsc an exact sclutior

nence the analysis will be in the form of a Fourier integral

The conditions of the problem state that the voltage on the

srid is zerc up to zerc time and from then on the voeoltage

is described bv the above exnressions. For such an event it



it is necessary to use both parts of the integral for the

specific condition is that the function is zero at zero time.

In some problems one part may be neglected for the time

axis may be arbitrarily shifted. The form to be used is:

9@ = [© [Aw cowt + Bud aiwwt] du 3

Bw) = + Pt) evn wt di (4)

Aw)=L[7 gs) ep wt di
Pt) is explicitly eg. Substituting the expressions for

20 (1V,(2) into the inteeril to determine Alu) it is found that:
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In a similar manner B(w) is found. {(¥is the same

1s are the limits of integration. Hence:

w xa | | (pimil- ain wt th ”2 dt +f ("C0 a be. “1 pm wl e dt|
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The substitution of these Fourier coeficients into

the expression for €(¢+) (3) would give the input pulse, but

this is not of greatest interest for all that 1s seen is

the output of the amplifier. This means that the ccefficients

must be weighted by a function whichgives the relative

respon se of the amplifier as a function of the frequency.

Let this functicn be Y(w). The output voltage is therefore

Pol) = [7 YW [AW emnwt + Blo) Rin wil dw. (8)

[0 integrate this directly would be, in general, extremely



difficult. Fortunately, the time t at which we are inter-

ested in the pulse is the time at which it is a maximum.

An examination of the first form of ¢) i.e. €g Shows

that it has a definite maximum at t = T. However this may

not be true of TAD) but by plotting the derivitive of the

input pulse with respect to frequency for many values of

RC, it was found to be a maximum for almost all values of

 Ww at time t = T and hence its integral 96) is also a

maximum, Further the final working range of w selected was

found to lie in the region where 440 was a maximum at

t = T. This is demonstrated in figure(!). Since this

is self consistent it will be assumed a correct sclution.

Input resistance "noise

The Johnson effect mentioned befcre may be stated

&gt;xplicitly in the following manner:

Totem LD T

7 «uid, (CRG V6] dw. ‘q

re
$x is the average value of the square cof the "noise"

voltsge across the terminals of the resistance R.whose real

component of impedanceisR(w). k is PBoltzman's constant and

Io is the Kelvin temperature, Y(w) is the amplifier

function as before. In the case under consideration

J

Rw) = — 20

ly KC w™
(19)



Ratio of Input Signal to Input "Noise!" at

the Output of the Amplifier

Let the ratio ¢f the input signal to the input

deft)

noise" be defined as Oz = Since only the voltage at
 3

“ime t = T is to be considered | ”

ND, I [i Yosh) eT + bli) ia oT]de] Qi
0 ha _ -

PTs 5g —Lr , 0 yd
7% YT,[,”Fle) YW) dw

The Amplifier Function Y(w)

In the construction of a linear amplifier it has been

~ustomary to use interstage coupling of the resistance-

capacity type rather than transformer coupling as Ortner

and Stetter have shown that the latter introduces &amp; relax-

stion pulse. In the following analysis only the resistance

capacity case will be considered. Schematically the inter-

stage coupling is as shown

in the figure. Ry is the

internal plate resistance,

CW

Ry
C

“WW

-

Cn is the interelectrode

oy

plate capacity plus any

external capacity, Ry is

the plate load reistor, Ce 1s the coupling capacity and Re

is the grid resistance. The grid capacity is neglected as

Note: I am indedted to Mr.CM Neitzert for the reistance-

rapacitance network analysis for the interstage coupling.
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it is small enough to have an impedance much larger than

Rg. If there is a voltage generated at the plate Ep of

frequency w then the ratio of the transmitted grid voltage

Ee to E, is given by:

E
 -

Ep
| KyGpw

f 1+ Ko Cp W? 1+ Re Cy 0 ™
(12)

there Ro = RpR1  ( Ro+ Ri). The amplifier function is

determined by the number of stages since each stage will pass

only a certain fracticn of the impressed voltage. If the

Capacities and resistances for each network is known the

~omplete function is the product of the separate ones.

It is readily seen that to use the above exvression

2s Y(w) even in the simnrle case of one stage ,will be difficult.

Ry trial it was found that Y(w) could be reasonably described

oy the general expression

nn

Y(w) = 2
wn

olWw

(13)

Comnmaritive graphs are presented showing this form, the

exact expression (2) , and an exverimental determinaticn in

figure (2) .

The Determination of ©

3y combining exvressions (3), (8), and (7) the value

of the input pulse at time T is found to be
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This function has a maximum value when w _ 2/£ and fron

the relation between &amp; and T,it 1s seen the frequency of

naximum response is £473 Jo, In cycles per second the

1 = Ww . 0 ¢ ,S
value of the peak of response is f= = 295 2K

[ec Determinatich of pP continuec

The following functions of Y(w) will be demonstratec

briefly and they will be so normalized that the relative

merits of the functions may easily be determined:

.. BW — rw n

we F we | and XX
A). 0,° Woy

do sr med thea! KCTw' --|

, _ LQ ”* - chow]

20 iy Fe ol
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It is now seen that a variation in the characteristics

of the amplifier does not seriously affect the limit of

observation as determined by . This 1s expressed by

v . + . v . e . vo 2 ° ° * s ‘

Pi2¢) P22) 0.5) :: 1.08 ¢ 13:33 : 1330. An inspection of

sxpression (22) shows that the experimenter has at his

iisposal only the two variables T and R, which are related

to P by pe = constant x R/T. R is controlled by the

particular tube chosen and there are no tubes available

with a high enough input resistance as well as low plate

noise. T is controlled by the ccllecting space field

snd the nature of the gas. It may be increased until the

hreakdown voltage of the gas is reached or by allowing the

the narticles to enter the chamber parallel to the plates

instead of the usual practice of normal incidence.

The Input Resistance R

Apparently there is no simple method described in

the literature for the determination of the input resistance

R of the floating grid. Since the "noise" component of the

resistance is the the factor of interest, it may be determined

in the following manner. Usually the grid "noise" resistance

ig of the order of 10° ohms or greater and its floating

input capacity is about 6 x 10-12 farads. If the tgverage!

frequency of the amplifier is about ten-thousand then RCw
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is the order of 80 and R Cw" is in the region where it is

very much greater than one. On the other hand if the grid

is grounded through a cne meg-ohm resistor, C is about

107 farads due to the added capacity of the resistance anc

now BECw® is in the region where it is much less than one.

If the amplifier output voltage is measured with the

megohm resistor in place, equation (9) may be written:

— 0

2% = 4k To, ( Vw) dw

Removing this resistor and allowing the resistor to the

&gt;rid to be the internal reistance of the grid then equation

(9) becomes:

Vi. = GletleTo / Y*(w) ox
RR."

Taking the ratio of these two "noise" voltages, it is

Pound that:

3

! 2

iz KR, R.C* ”

Vo, J]

1
(w) dw

dw
a)

. . _ ow tn 4

suppose Y(w) is given by 2 oY then the ratio 1s:

Wr
_k. RRC
Ve Lor

Ro = 2%

"KR.

vr,

Vie
(29)
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Tube "Noisen

Unfortunately there is no extensive study of tube

"noises" in the literature. pearson® gives some experimental

values for a selected list of tubes; a tube similar to the

28 has less noise at higher audio frequencies than at lower

frequencies. This would indicate that the higher frequencies

are the best from the standpoint of general tube '"moisel

which is fortunate since this is the conclusion of the

sgrlier vart of this paper.

renzo has alse studied grid shot noisesand in

general they are small compared to the input resistance

noise. Qualitatively, the effect of grid currents on the

observaticnal limit may be considered as follcws. Suppose

the grid current, positive and negative, 1s of the order of

10-11 amperes which corresponds to about 6 x 107 electrons

per seccnd. In an observaticnal interval of 0002 seconds.

sbout 12,000 electrons will arrive at the erid(strictly.

half will be positive ions). The statistical fluctuations

u

in this number of particles will be its soare-root ,110.

Tor a pulse of ions tc be observed above this variation, it

must contain at lesst several hundred ions.

selection of the Tubes

Since standard tubes are to be used in the amplifier,

he type 38 is probably the best. Johnson and Neitzert ©,

nave given the optimum operating characteristics of this
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for operation at low levels of "noise". The conditions given

are 300,000 chms plate load resistance, -1.5 volts grid

bias, 6 volts screen potential and 285 volts nlate supply.

Under these conditions they reported a plate current of

30 micrc-amperes while a dozen 1936 38-tubes gave an average

of 80 micro-amperes under the same conditions.

Th . Mreult

ith the assumed network and the 38 tube operating

under the above conditions, the circuit design of the

amplifier is fairly well defined. The complete circuit is

shown in figure (3) and it is to be noted that the last

two tubes are in parallel. The reascn for this particular

arraXnghent is that two different observaticns of the pulse

nav he mdce at the same time guite indevendent of each

~ther.

I'he Collecting Chamber

The first consideration in the design of the chamber

is that its capacity should be a minimum. Although the

capacity of the chamber dees not enter into the calculated

value of@, a high value of the capacity will contribute

mcise" on small pulses for the amplification must be so

high that second crder necise effects enter.



4 second important point is that the background count

of the chamber should be as small as possible for this

determines the limit of observation in number of particles

per unit time. Experience in the operaticn of a large area

ionization stn? has shown that it is desirable to

have the chamber lined in such a manner that the surfaces ir

the chamber which may eject contamination particles may be

2asily remcved and cleaned. The best method of cleaning

1pnears to be a rinse in concentrated nitric acid.

\mplifiier Housing

The general vrinciples of amplifier design require

romrlete shielding of each stage from each other and from

the outside. This is accomplished by the use of cooper

interstige shielding throuehcocut. The internal copper

shield is insulated from the external aluminum cabinet

rhich gives ccuble shielding. Since the first stage is

separated from the main body of the amplifier, it is nec:

essary to transmit energy to the first stage and pulses

back. This is acccmplished by the use of double shielded

high quality cable vrroviaed through the kindness of Mr.

Stoddard of the Simplex Wire and Cable Comrany. The total

capacity of the plate return lead, which is two meters long

is about 46 micro-micro farads at 1000 c.p.s. The external

cable shielus are bolted to the cibinet and the internal

ones are solderea to the internal copner shield. When the

amolifier was constructed it was not know whether or nct it

ne necessarv to shield the ©4lament &lt;teorace hattervy ™ A



to determine its relative importance the battery terminal

is suddenly disconnected and grounded while the amplifier is

in operation. Since this does not change the noise level

by an observable amount, the heater type tubes having

cnough thermal inertia to keep up the emissicn for a short

time, it is unnecessary to shield the battery.

The outrut high voltage condensors for the

collecting potential are non-inductive; each leaf is

cought out and scldered to 1ts neighbor instead of being

coilea and having leads bought cut hy occasional tabs.

Auxiliary Eouloment

At vresent a cathode ray oscillograph is the only

nvaillable direct reading instrument. An attempt to

neasure "noise! voltages by the oscillograph clearly dem-

onstrates the futility of estimating the voltage. It is

avident that an indicator giving the RES of the AC outout

is essential. The usual method is to couvnle a transformer

ond thermal meter to the ocutnut tube. Since neither of

these are available, ancther type of recorcing meter is used.

The only available AC meter is = two milliampere rectifier

type meter and the following circuit is used coupled with

this meter. As shown in figure (4) it is a balanced triodg

amplifier using a type 52 with two triodes in the same

anvelope and a 53 twin amplifier inverter. In overation this
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device »nroves to be surprisingly linear and its sensitiveness

immediately suggestes another use besides the general

standardization of the operation of the amplifier with

standard resistances ac sources ¢f constant AC potential.

At times it is desirable to record alpha rays in an

intense beta or gamma rev backoround and to know the value

of this background. Since the latter gives rise to a current

through the chamber which is statistical in nature, it is

nossible to measure the current. The statistical variation

in the current which is vroportional to the square root of

tile number of particles is a measurable AC component. The

neter reading is provnortional to the sguare root of the

number of particles ana therefore a resistance is an ideal

standard for the meter reading is also provorticnal to

~he souare root of the resistance.

Fxrnerimental Results

[t is unfortunate that the shop was sc busy that they

were unable to complete this apparatus in time to present

~he present theories to experiment. However the amplifier

oroper was constructed in time to make a spectrum analysis

ond a "noiselanalysis, the former is shown in a comparative

sraph ( figure (2)) and the latter is summarized as follows.

Nith one meg-ohm on the first grid, atypical reading on

-he "noise!" meter is 1.8, with the grid grounded the reading
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is .% and when it is allowed to float it is .8. In the

first case with the grid at ground and tha one meg-ohm

resistor, the meter reading is proportional tc the square root

of the grid resistance which indicates a grounded grid

"moise " equivalent to about 30,000 ohms. In the second

case with the use of equation (27) and a value of alpha

of ,000085, the noise due to the first tube with floating

orid 1s equivalent to a resistance of about four thousand

neg-ohms.

Jenclusions

The results of this present analysis indicate that

the amplifier frequency characteristics do not affect the

signal to "noise" ratio very critically and that the peak of

response of the amplifier is determined by the collection time

The only available method at the control of the experimenter

in increasing this ratio,aside from improving the character-

istics of the first tube as outlined, appears to be that the

collection time should be decreased.

The assistance of many in the Physiscs devartment

is greatly appreciated. In particular,Messers Shremp and

sehiff helped © in the analytical work, mr Robes ably

constructed the avvmaratus, Dr. Gingrich helped edit the

chesis,and Professor Evans suggested the problem and criti-

rized it in its developement.
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I'HE "NCISE" METEF

The input of this circuit is fed by a conventional

type 53 twin amplifier. The meter 'M' is a two milliampere

rectifier type meter. It may be standardized by placing

ot the input a ¢ stant AC potential or better by

connecting a rough standard cell across Rz

The constants of the circuit are:

R71 = 1000 ohms, Ro = 10,000 ohms . R= = 200,000 ohms,

R4 = 600 Ohms, C may be most anything depending on the

jesired low freguency cut off, the present value is .01lM{t

figure 1
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Above is a general view of the amplifier proper

and the first stage.

Tlie photograph on the right shows the first stage

looking down intc the empty tube compartment. The four

terminals are those of the non-induetisr~ high-voltage

smoothing condensors. The cylincor

rbove is the container for the

ionization chamber and the long

tube leading to it 1s the hieh-

voltage lead. The inner copper

shield mav easily be seen.



This is a plan view of the amplifier with the

cover removed, The batteries in the compartment on the

right are those for the first stage.and the compartment OF

che left contains the twin amplifier which makes up the

last stage.

Below is a head on view of the irnization

chamber with the front cover removed which is 1ying in the

left foreground. Behind the wire

cauze which is the entrance win-

dow for the vpnarticles and the high

voltage electrode may be seen the

sheen of the collector. In the

renter foreground is a bakalite

2ap which fits over the link

just over the chamber. The device

on the right ia a gauge to measure

-he chamber depth.



The thread on the long object on the left has

3 millimeter pitch and is used fcr making rough absorption

measurements, It is held in place by the cylinder tc the

right or the cylinder may itself be used tc hold the

source by means of the cap at the bottom. The ring in

-tie center is used to keep the cylinder in place. On the

rioht is a similar cylinder and cap.

The picture below is a view of the high voltage

y Y - 0 1 . 3 1

&gt;lectrode, the protuding rod 1s the terminal. The three

pieces toc the rightare,respectively, the collector, its

amber insulater with air-flow holes, and the guard ring.

SE
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